Recognizing Fine-Grained Home Contexts Using Multiple Cognitive APIs
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Abstract—To implement fine-grained context recognition affordable for general households, we are studying techniques that integrate image-based cognitive API and light-weight machine learning. Specifically, our method first captures images of a target space in different context, then sends them to the cognitive API. For each image, the API returns a set of words, called tags, representing concepts recognized in the picture. Regarding these tags as features of the target context, we apply the supervised machine learning. Our preliminary results with a commercial API showed that the overall accuracy was more than 90%, however, the accuracy decreased for contexts with multiple people (e.g., “General meeting”, “Dining together” and “Play games”). The goal of this paper is to improve the recognition accuracy of such difficult contexts, with preserving the affordability to general households. In the proposed method, we use multiple cognitive APIs. For each API, we construct an independent recognition model. Then, the context is determined by majority voting among results of the independent models. Experimental evaluation with five commercial APIs shows that the ensemble of the five independent models achieved 98% of overall accuracy, where the individual models complement mutual limits of recognition.

Index Terms—context recognition, cognitive APIs, machine learning, majority voting, smart home

I. INTRODUCTION

Recognizing fine-grained contexts within individual houses is a key technology for next-generation smart home services, such as elderly monitoring [1] [2] [3], autonomous security [4], and personalized healthcare [5] [6]. It has been studied for many years in the field of ubiquitous computing. The traditional ubiquitous computing employs ambient sensors, wearable sensors, and indoor positioning systems are installed at home to retrieve various contexts. In recent years, the emerging deep learning [7] allows the system to recognize multimedia. Since image, voice, and text usually contain richer information than the conventional sensor data, it is promising to use such multimedia data for recognizing fine-grained home contexts.

However, these existing technologies are yet far from practical use in general households, since they usually require expensive devices and resources at home. It is difficult for ordinary users to operate and maintain complex ubiquitous devices at home on a daily basis. One may try to recognize home contexts via image recognition based on deep learning. However, constructing a custom recognition model dedicated for a single house requires a huge amount of labeled datasets and computing resources [7] [8]. Thus, there is still a big gap between the research and real life.

Our long-term goal is to implement fine-grained home context recognition that can adapt to custom contexts in every single house, and can achieve accurate recognition with a small amount of resources affordable by general households. To achieve the goal, we are currently investigating techniques that integrate inexpensive camera devices, image-based cognitive API, and light-weight machine learning. The cognitive API is application program interface to cloud services that provide various recognition features as a service. Famous APIs include Microsoft Azure Computer Vision API [9] and IBM Watson Visual Recognition API [10].

In our preliminary study [11], we have developed a method based on supervised machine learning. Using the camera device, the proposed method first captures images of a target space in different contexts. It then sends the images to the cognitive API. For each image, the API returns a set of words, called tags, which represent concepts that the API recognized within the image. Considering these tags as features of the target context, the proposed method constructs a multi-class classifier using an ordinary machine learning algorithm. We conducted an experiment where seven kinds of contexts within our laboratory were recognized from images. The classifier was constructed by Multiclass Neural Network from the tags derived by Microsoft Azure Computer Vision API. The overall accuracy achieved more than 90%. However, the accuracy significantly decreased for contexts with multiple people (e.g., “General meeting”, “Dining together”, “Play games”).
The goal of this paper is to improve the recognition accuracy of such difficult contexts. For this purpose, we propose a new method that uses multiple cognitive APIs for ensemble learning [12]. Specifically, for each cognitive API, we first construct an independent recognition model based on the tags derived from the API. We then improve the accuracy of recognizing contexts by majority voting among results of the multiple independent models. Figure 1 shows an intuitive illustration of the mechanism. Since different APIs observe the same image from different perspectives, they would be able to complement mutual limits of recognition capability.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we have conducted an experiment to recognize the seven contexts within our laboratory: “Dining together”, “General meeting”, “Nobody”, “One-to-one meeting”, “Personal study”, “Play games”, and “Room cleaning”. For each context, we selected 100 representative images. Each of these images was sent to the following five commercial APIs: Microsoft Azure Computer Vision API [9], IBM Watson Visual Recognition API [10], Clarifai API [13], Imagga REST API [14], and Paralleldots API [15]. Considering a set of tags derived from each image as a document, we convert the tags into a vector representation using TF-IDF (Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency) [16].

The vectorized tag sets and the corresponding context labels were imported to Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio [17], where five independent recognition models were constructed with Multiclass Neural Network. The final recognition result was determined by the majority voting among results of the five models. The experimental results showed that the overall accuracy of the five models varied between 0.77 to 0.94. In contrast, the overall accuracy by the majority voting of the five models reached 0.98. Through context-wise analysis, it was shown that the recognition accuracy of “General meeting”, “Nobody”, “One-to-one meeting”, “Play games” were 1.00, and that the one “Dining together”, “Personal study”, “Room cleaning” were 0.96. Thus, the recognition accuracy was significantly improved by the proposed method.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Recognizing Fine-Grained Home Contexts

The home context refers to any situational information at home, including daily activities of residents, the environment in the house, and the status of the room. Typical home contexts include, for example, “residents are in the dining room”, “it is warm in the dining room”, “the dining room is clean”, and “the light in the dining room is on”. We use the term fine-grained home context to represent a home context that is more concrete and is specifically defined by individual houses, residents, and environment, for a special purpose of application. For example, suppose that a son is worried about his old parents living in a remote place. Then, the contexts like “parents are eating breakfast in a dining room”, “father is taking medicine in a dining room”, “mother is cleaning a dining room”, are crucial information for the son. If these fine-grained contexts can be recognized by an elderly monitoring system, and the information is regularly sent to the son, it would be a great value for the son.

B. Technical Challenges

There exist a lot of research and development of home context recognition. However, the technology is not yet widely spread within general households. For this, we consider that there are two big challenges. The first challenge lies in individuality. As seen in the above example, the fine-grained contexts are defined by every user depending on a special purpose. Also, the layout, the environment, and the configuration of the target space vary from one house to another. Therefore, it is hard to construct a universal recognition model.

The second challenge is acceptability. Most existing technologies are developed and tested on research labs or dedicated smart homes, and few of them are actually operated on general households. In order for the technology to be accepted, it should be easy to operate and maintain, should be affordable enough, and should not be intrusive for daily life. Of course, the security and privacy issues influence the acceptability. The user of the technology must be fully convinced what data is collected for what purpose and consumed by whom.

C. Image Recognition API of Cognitive Services

The cognitive service is a cloud service that provides the capability to understand multimedia data, based on sophisticated machine-learning algorithms powered by big data and large-scale computing. The cognitive API is application program interface, with which developers can easily integrate powerful recognition features in their own applications. Among various APIs, we especially focus on image recognition API.

An image recognition API receives an image from an external application, extracts specific information from the image, and returns the information. The information usually contains a set of words called tags, representing objects and concepts that the API recognized in the given image. An example of tags is like: [living, room, indoors, classroom, basement, support, supporting structure]. The information of interest and the way of recognizing the image vary among individual services.

Currently, various kinds of image recognition APIs are available, such as Microsoft Azure Computer Vision API [9], IBM Watson Visual Recognition API [10], Clarifai API [13], Imagga REST API [14], and Paralleldots API [15].

D. Preliminary Study

Our interest is to apply these image recognition APIs to implement affordable context sensing at home. More specifically, we aim to realize a system, where a simple edge system just capturing and pre-processing images is deployed at home, and all heavy tasks of image recognition are delegated to the cognitive service on the cloud. Note, however, that the existing cognitive APIs are trained for general-purpose image recognition. Therefore, the API is not optimized for individual fine-grained home contexts.

In our previous study [11], we developed a method of fine-grained home context recognition based on supervised
machine learning. Figure 2 depicts the outline of the method. The key idea was to use the tags extracted by the image recognition API (i.e., Microsoft Azure Computer Vision API) as features for machine learning. Since every image was converted to a set of words by the API, the expensive deep learning was no more needed. In the preliminary study, we vectorized the extracted tag sets using the TF-IDF method [16], and constructed a multi-class classifier using Multiclass Neural Network on Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio [17].

We conducted an experiment recognizing seven kinds of contexts in our laboratory: “Dining together”, “General meeting”, “Nobody”, “One-to-one meeting”, “Personal study”, “Play games”, “Room cleaning”. The experimental results showed that the overall accuracy achieved more than 90%. However, the accuracy significantly decreased for contexts with multiple people. For instance, the classifier sometime could not distinguish “General meeting”, “Dining together”, and “Play games”. Improving the recognition accuracy for these difficult contests is the main concern of this paper.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Outline

Figure 3 shows the overview of the proposed method. The key idea to improve the accuracy is to use multiple cognitive APIs, introducing the concept of ensemble learning. The way of image recognition is different from one API to another. Therefore, we can construct multiple classifiers with different perspectives. These classifiers may return different prediction results for the same image. However, taking majority voting derives the context with maximum likelihood.

Although there are various methods known for the ensemble learning, the proposed method constructs an independent recognition model per a single cognitive API, as shown in Figure 3. In the following sections, we first describe the method that constructs a recognition model from a single API. Then, we present the method of majority voting that integrates multiple models.

B. Constructing Context Recognition Model

This section describes how to construct a recognition model of fine-grained home contexts using a given image recognition API. The procedure consists of the following five steps.

STEP 1: Acquiring Data

A user of the proposed method first defines a set \( C = \{c_1, c_2, ..., c_l\} \) of home contexts to be recognized. Then, the user deploys a camera device in the target space to observe. The user configures the device so as to take a snapshot of the space periodically with an appropriate interval.

STEP 2: Creating datasets

For every context \( c_i \in C \), the user manually selects representative \( n \) images \( IMG(c_i) = \{img_{ij}, img_{i2}, ..., img_{in}\} \) that well expose \( c_i \) from all images obtained in Step 1. At this time, the total \( l \times n \) images are sampled as datasets. Then, the \( n \) images in \( IMG(c_i) \) are split into two sets \( train(c_i) \) and \( test(c_i) \), which are the training dataset with \( \alpha \) images and the test dataset with \( n - \alpha \) images, respectively.

STEP 3: Extracting tags as features

For every image \( img_{ij} \) in \( train(c_i) \), the method sends \( img_{ij} \) to an image recognition API, and obtains a set \( xTag(img_{ij}) = \{t_1, t_2, ..., t_l\} \), where \( t_1, t_2, ..., t_l \) are tags that the API extracted from \( img_{ij} \). The method performs the same process for \( test(c_i) \) and obtain \( yTag(img_{ij}') \). At this step, the total \( l \times n \) tag sets.

STEP 4: Converting tags into vectors

Regarding every \( xTag(img_{ij}) \) as a document, and the whole tag sets as a document corpus, the method transforms \( xTag(img_{ij}) \) into a vector representation \( xVec(img_{ij}) = [v_1, v_2, ..., v_L] \), where \( v_r \) represents a numerical value characterizing \( r \)-th tag. Famous document vectorization techniques include TF-IDF [16], Word2Vec [18] and Doc2Vec [19]. The selection of the vector representation is up to the user. Similarly, the method converts \( yTag(img_{ij}') \) into \( yVec(img_{ij}') \) using the same vector representation.

STEP 5: Constructing a classifier

Taking \( xVec(img_{ij}) \) \( (1 \leq i \leq l, 1 \leq j \leq \alpha) \) as predictors and \( c_i \) \( (1 \leq i \leq l) \) as a target label, the method executes a supervised machine learning algorithm to generate a multi-class classifier \( CLS \). For a given vector \( v = [v_1, v_2, ..., v_L] \), if \( CLS \) returns a context \( c_i \), it means that the context of the original image of \( v \) is recognized as \( c_i \). The accuracy of \( CLS \) can be evaluated by \( yVec(img_{ij}') \) to see if \( CLS \) returns the correct context \( c_i \).

C. Integrating Models Generated from Different APIs

This section describes how to construct a whole recognition model by integrating multiple recognition model.

STEP 6: Constructing multiple classifiers

By repeating STEP 3 to STEP 5 for different image recognition APIs, the proposed method constructs \( m \) independent recognition models. Note that training and test datasets created in STEP 1 and STEP 2 can be reused and shared among different models. As a result of the model construction, we have a set of classifiers \( CLS_1, CLS_2, ..., CLS_m \).
STEP 7: Add vectorizer for new images
For each \( CLS_q \), the method generates a vectorizer \( VEC_q \), which transforms a given image \( img \) into a vector representation \( xVec(img) \) through \( q \)-th cognitive API. Now, if we input any new image of the target space, the concatenation \( VEC_q + CLS_q \) outputs \( c_i \) as a predicted context class.

STEP 8: Integrate multiple models
The method adds a fork module \( F \) which sends a given image simultaneously to \( m \) recognition models \( VEC_q + CLS_q \) \( (1 \leq q \leq m) \). Also, the method adds a majority voting module \( Maj \), which receives \( m \) outputs \( c^1, c^2, ..., c^m \) from \( VEC_q + CLS_q \) \( (1 \leq q \leq m) \), and returns \( mode(c^1, c^2, ..., c^m) \). This completes the model construction.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Experimental Setup
We have conducted an experiment recognizing fine-grained contexts in a shared space of our laboratory. First, we installed an USB camera in a fixed position to acquire images of the space. We then developed a program that takes a snapshot with the camera every 5 seconds, and uploads the image in a server. The images have been accumulated since July 2018.

The target shared space is used by members of our laboratory for various activities. In this experiment, we have chosen the seven kinds of fine-grained contexts: “Dining together”, “General meeting”, “Nobody”, “One-to-one meeting”, “Personal study”, “Play games”, and “Room cleaning”.

B. Building Recognition Model
Based on the proposed method, we built a recognition model for the seven contexts. The following five cognitive APIs were used to extract tags from each image: Microsoft Azure Computer Vision, IBM Watson, Clarifai API, Imagga REST API, and Parallelvotsl API. Table I shows example of the tags extracted from an image of “Room cleaning”. We can see that different APIs see the same image from different perspectives. Each tag set extracted from an image was then transformed into a vector representation using the TF-IDF method.

We imported the datasets and the corresponding context labels on Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio. For each cognitive API, we trained a classifier using Multiclass Neural Network with default setting. Each of the five trained models was evaluated by the test data to see the performance of individual models. Finally, the five models were combined by a majority voting function. For every image given, it produces the majority of contexts recognized by the five models.

C. Results
Table II summarizes the results listing the overall accuracy and context-wise accuracy. The first five rows represent the
TABLE I
TAG SETS THAT DIFFERENT APIs EXTRACTED FROM AN IMAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Names of API used</th>
<th>The tags extracted from an image of ”Room cleaning”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Azure Computer Vision API</td>
<td>indoor, living, room, table, television, furniture, sitting, messy, cluttered, area, computer, fireplace, filled, fire, bedroom, large, flat, view, screen, desk, video, woman, young, playing, bed, game, man, standing, dog, people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Watson Visual Recognition API</td>
<td>living, room, indoors, classroom, basement, support, supporting structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarifai API</td>
<td>room, interior, furniture, table, desk, seat, chair, trading, floor, interior, design, home, hospital, medicine, technology, window, mirror, business, computer, people, production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imagga REST API</td>
<td>room, interior, furniture, table, home, house, modern, floor, decor, chair, sofa, design, wood, window, luxury, living, lamp, apartment, indoors, light, home, theater, building, office, architecture, comfortable, wall, residential, couch, inside, theater, carpet, desk, fireplace, kitchen, living, room, pillow, 3d, structure, relax, seat, lighting, decoration, estate, glass, furnishings, style, bedroom, indoor, empty, domestic, real, decor, rate, relocation, cozy, chairs, residence, family, rest, area, space, contemporary, comfort, equipment, monitor, leather, ender, television, classroom, hardwood, nobody, vase, hot, el, bed, business, elegance, clean, upscale, lifestyle, computer, studio, apartment, rug, new, plant, elegant, furnishing, stylish, guest, spacious, cabinet, ceiling, armchair, device, marble, restaurant, work, mirror, dining, ottoman, shelf, fixtures, wooden, suburbs, suite, suburban, dwelling, lounge, tile, display, fashion, place, book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ParallelDots API</td>
<td>Room, Interior, design, Property, Vehicle, Building, Home, Sport, venue, Screenshot, Furniture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

results of the five individual models whose features were extracted by individual cognitive APIs. The last row represents the result obtained by the majority voting of the five models.

With regard to the overall accuracy, the majority voting achieved the accuracy of 0.98. Among the five models, the Imagga API-based model was the best (0.94), while the Paralledots API-based model was the lowest (0.77).

As for the context-wise accuracy, the performance of the five models was all different. For instance, let us compare the Watson API-based model and the ParallelDots API-based model. The Watson was bad at recognizing “General meeting” (0.67), compared to the ParallelDots did (0.89). Interestingly, however, the Watson was better at recognizing “One-to-one meeting” (0.80) than the ParallelDots (0.45).

These limitations of the individual models were mutually complemented by the majority voting. The recognition accuracy of “Dining together”, “Personal study”, “Room cleaning” were 0.96, while the accuracy of “General meeting”, “Nobody”, “One-to-one meeting”, “Play games” were 1.00.

D. Discussion

In the proposed method, the recognition accuracy heavily depends on the quality of tags extracted by the cognitive API. The reason why the ParallelDots-based model was bad at “One-to-one meeting” (0.45) was that (1) no distinctive word characterizing the context was found, and that (2) the number of words in the tag sets was relatively small.

The accuracy also depends on the nature of context. We found that contexts where people are dynamically moving (e.g., “Dining together”, “Room cleaning”) were relatively difficult to recognize. In such contexts, observable features are frequently changed from one image to another, for instance, positions of people, visible furniture and background. Therefore, the API may produce variable tag sets for the same
context, which decreases the internal cohesion of the feature vectors.

Taking the majority voting was a great solution to improve the accuracy. In the typical ensemble learning, the individual classifiers should be weak to avoid overfitting. This is because the classifiers use the same features for the training. However, in our case we extract different features by different APIs. Since the individual models are trained by different features, it does not cause the overfitting problem.

V. RELATED WORK

The activity recognition in a smart house has been widely studied in the field of ubiquitous computing. Nakamura et al. [20] proposed a system that recognizes activities of residents using big data accumulated within a smart house. Ueda et al. [21] also proposed an activity recognition system using ultrasonic sensors and indoor positioning systems within a smart house. Although the performance of these systems is great, they are yet too expensive for general households.

The activity recognition with deep learning becomes a hot topic recently (e.g., [7] [8]). Although the deep learning is a powerful approach to recognize image data, a huge amount of data is required to build a high-quality model. Therefore, it is unrealistic for individual households to prepare a huge amount of labeled datasets for custom fine-grained contexts.

Menicatti et al. [22] proposed a framework that recognizes indoor scenes and daily activities using cloud-based computer vision. Their concept and aim are similar to our method. However, the way of encoding tags is based on a Naive Bayes model where each word is present or not. Also, the method is supposed to be executed on a mobile robot, where the image is dynamically changed. Thus, the method and the premise are different from ours.

Research in [23] investigates the influence of person’s cultural information towards vision-based activity recognition at home. The accuracy of the fine-grained context recognition would be improved by taking such personal information into machine learning. We would like investigate this perspective in our future work.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a method that recognizes fine-grained home contexts using multiple cognitive APIs. To achieve affordable context recognition in general households, the proposed method delegates the image recognition task to cognitive APIs in the cloud, and use retrieved tags (words) as features of the supervised machine learning. Since different APIs return different tag sets, the proposed method constructs an independent classifier for each API. These independent classifiers are integrated with a majority voting function, which achieves a very accurate context recognition model.

We also conducted an experiment with five commercial cognitive APIs. Employing the TF-IDF method as the vector representation, and Multiclass Neural Network as the learning algorithm, the proposed method achieved 0.98 of overall accuracy for recognizing seven contexts in our laboratory.

As future work, we should evaluate the performance limitations in practical scenes with more difficult contexts. Also, we are planning the integration of the method with actual systems (e.g., elderly monitoring system [24]). Investigating cultural information to improve the accuracy is also an interesting challenge.
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TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model names</th>
<th>Overall accuracy</th>
<th>Dining together</th>
<th>General meeting</th>
<th>Nobody</th>
<th>One-to-one meeting</th>
<th>Personal study</th>
<th>Play games</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Azure API-based model</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson API-based model</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarifai API-based model</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imagga API-based model</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paralleldots API-based model</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority voting</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


